As Children Are Being Ripped Away From Their Parents and Tortured on the Border…

WE NEED AN ACTUAL REVOLUTION!
AND WE NEED YOU TO BE PART OF IT!
We, the masses of people worldwide, need a revolution. This system cannot be reformed. It must be overthrown.
The Revolutionary Communist Party, led by Bob Avakian, the most radical revolutionary on the planet, is
organizing thousands right now into the movement for an ACTUAL revolution, to overthrow this system. The
guide to making this revolution is HOW WE CAN WIN—How We Can Really Make Revolution, which you can get
right now from one of the Revolution Club members or supporters in the crowd.
We need this revolution as soon as possible! To take just one horrible example, look at what is going on around
the border! Look how children are being tortured and look at the vile racism being fostered. People are being
driven here because the U.S. has wrecked the societies they live in, through wars, political domination, economic
plunder, and exported gangsterism. And Trump blames and defames the people of the countries themselves for
the situation that HIS system has created and maintained! THIS MUST STOP! And this is part of a whole history
and present-day reality of this capitalist-imperialist system exploiting, starving, and yes murdering children (right
now in Yemen, this system is supporting the bombing and starvation of children being carried out by Saudi
Arabia). They talk about the border—but the border with Mexico was the result of a U.S. war against Mexico in
the 1840’s—a war waged to expand slavery! As Bob Avakian, the leader of the revolution and the architect of a
new communism, has said, “There is nothing sacred to us about the USA, as it is presently constituted, or about
the borders of the U.S. as they are presently constituted. Quite the opposite.”
In short this is intolerable and utterly unnecessary. People don’t need to live this way and they must NOT be
forced to live this way. But the oppression of immigrants and the creation of refugees is built into the very
functioning of this system.
This outrage goes along with the genocidal persecution, mass incarceration, police brutality and murder of Black and
Brown and Native American people; wars of empire, armies of occupation and crimes against humanity; the patriarchal
degradation, dehumanization and subjugation of all women everywhere, and the oppression of LGBTQ people; and the
destruction of our planet by capitalism-imperialism. You cannot stop any of these horrors so long as we have this
system; they are ALL built into its functioning. This system cannot be reformed. IT MUST BE OVERTHROWN!
We need to stop ALL these outrages and move beyond ALL relations of exploitation and oppression. And to do
that WE NEED AN ACTUAL REVOLUTION!
Revolution does not mean some minor changes within this system. Revolution means the actual overthrow—yes,
overthrow—of this system, through actually defeating its armed forces of oppression and repression, when the
necessary conditions (a revolutionary situation and a revolutionary people in the millions) have been brought into
being. This revolution will dismantle the institutions of this capitalist-imperialist system and build a whole new
society on a radically different economic and political basis.
Everything the Revolution Club does is aimed at getting to the point where millions could be led to fight, all-out, with a
real chance to win—to really make revolution. This revolution will replace this system of capitalism imperialism with a
far better system—one that is truly emancipatory—as embodied in the Constitution for the New Socialist Republic in
North America. This revolution has the leadership to do this in Bob Avakian—who has brought forward a NEW
COMMUNISM, a way to understand and transform the whole world. It is time for all of us who cannot stand the way
people have to live today to become part of this process, to check out, get with and enlist with the Revolution Club.
Join—enlist in—the Revolution—NOW!
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